Proven Products
Long-Lasting Solutions
Bringing Solutions to Your Door

We Adapt For You.
From a time when the world was a simpler place to today's high-tech revolution, Intermatic products have brought solutions, big and small, to contractors, OEMs, facility managers and homeowners. Our core values, quality, reliability and affordability never go out of style.

With more Intermatic controls installed in North America than any other brand, Intermatic products will continue to serve our customers with quality performance and energy efficient solutions.

We Go Beyond.
Though we are headquartered in North America, our products still have a firm global reach. Grässlin, our global extension located in Germany, broadens our range throughout the European Union, UK, the Americas, Asia and the Middle East. The Grässlin brand has a robust line of control technology, from light to temperature, which has made us a significant OEM and distribution partner at home and overseas.

Whether the need is for a standalone product or a product that integrates into broader systems, we manufacture and distribute quality products that make sense for a multitude of lifestyles. From designing new concepts, to producing needed components to complete the bigger project with our OEMs, we will deliver.

Like Our Products, We Stand the Test of Time.
Intermatic was founded in 1891. How many companies can boast an over 120-year history? We're good at what we do and we never stop working towards perfecting our products. A timeline of this length can only be achieved with reliable products, forward-thinking and the support of a high-caliber group of employees. These factors have made Intermatic one of the most recognized names with contractors, facility managers and consumers alike.
Dedicated Employees Shaping Quality Products

Blueprints for Success.

**Engineering** – Our Engineering Team challenges each other to design products that meet the market's ever-changing demands.  
- Our electrical, mechanical and software engineers tackle projects from every angle.  
- 3-D printing gives us fast prototyping capabilities.  
- Our innovations have earned us several patents globally.

**Quality Tested. Customer Approved.**

**Reliability Lab** – Our on-site CSA and UL Certified lab is dedicated to performing strong reliability tests that range from simulating lightning (surge testing) to torrential rainstorms (NEMA 3R testing) ensuring the dependability of our products.  
- Products are tested on-site for quicker approval turnaround.  
- The CSA and UL Certified Team works hand-in-hand with our design engineers.  
- We test for true performance.  
- Our testing processes have been cited in the media for performance in today's rapidly changing LED lighting market.

We Want To Be Your Sourcing Partner.

**Global Supply Chain** – Our Global Supply Chain Team allows us to reach across cities and countries to bring the best in components and materials.  
- Regionally-based personnel gives us the opportunity to build strong supplier relationships.  
- We have offices and warehouses both locally and globally to ensure your product needs are easily met.

We Meet Your Needs.

**Sales and Marketing** – Knowing our customers’ needs drives our solutions. We listen to understand our customers’ problems so we can build designs that solve them.  
- We use Contractors Advisory Panels for prototype testing.  
- We invest in end-user customer research to modify our current products and bring new options to market.  
- We support distributors, contractors, OEMs and consultants with Sales Application Specialists.
We Have the Answers

Simple Solutions are Just a Phone Call Away.

Customer Support – Our Customer Support staff is dedicated to providing a level of care that exceeds expectations.

• Our US and Germany-based teams are available via phone or email.
• Whether it be questions about our extensive product line or competitive warranties, we are ready to address any questions from our distribution and end-user customers.
• Our Agent Portal gives our partners account information so we can better serve the market.

High-Tech Support for High-Caliber Products.

Technical Service – Our Technical Service Team offers instruction assistance and solutions for any product application.

• We are directly connected to our Customer Support, Design, Engineering and Product Management teams for quick and easy access to answer your toughest questions.
• We know the ins and outs of all of our products.
• We support programming questions that range from simple to complex.
• We track call issues to identify product improvements through customer suggestions.
Simple, Reliable Solutions for Any Location.
Life moves fast. Intermatic products can help you take control. No matter the need our products can help you succeed in nearly any location. Intermatic’s range of products cover our customers indoors and out.

Affordable Controls for a Multitude of Applications

Motor Fans
Remote Location Lighting with Mobile Compatibility
Pool & Spa
Power Protection
Refrigeration
Parking Lights
Street Lighting
Weatherproof Protection
Light Scheduling for Security
We Manufacture Solutions On a Global Level. Our reach is not constrained by borders and our products are built in our state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities in Juarez, Mexico and Peterzell, Germany. We provide OEM opportunities to drive down the cost of our customers’ products with our iterative design process, quality engineering and excellent manufacturing capabilities. Our supply chain experts in North America, Europe and Asia have excellent relationships with leading component and material manufacturers worldwide.

Crossing Borders  
Building the Future
Intermatic and Grässlin Combined Have Earned Trust From Over 400 OEMs Worldwide

Our Products Span the Globe.
- Africa
- Asia
- Australia
- Europe
- North America
- South America

Certifications and Quality Standards.
- ISO 9000
- RoHs Compliant
- NOM
- CSA
- UL

Additional Manufacturing Capabilities.
- Molding
- Bending
- Assembling
- Painting
- Metal Stamping
- Printed Circuit Boards
Our Strong Portfolio of Products

Commercial and Residential Solutions.
Intermatic is the market leader in energy controls. From Programmable Time Controls, to Photo Control Sensors to Weatherproof Covers, Intermatic offers the most robust lineup.

Category Highlights
- Our whole portfolio of controls is not only LED-compatible, but also mirrors the life expectancy of LED fixtures.
- We offer lighting controls for interior and exterior lighting, pumps, fans, signage, motor controls and more.
- The range of control options span from simple 24-hour, to 7-day with off-day and holiday exceptions, to complex 365-day advanced BEMS integration.
- Battery backups with expected 3-year battery life.
- Award winning surge protection that is the most comprehensive in the market.

Featured Products

- In-Wall Controls
- Mechanical Time Switches
- LED Photo Controls
- 365-Day Advanced Energy Controls
- Surge Protective Device with Consumable Modules
- Color Weatherproof Covers
**OEM/Manufacturer Solutions.**

We have extensive OEM manufacturing capabilities in diverse fields such as commercial refrigeration, pumps, lighting, pool and spa, hydroponics, ventilation, irrigation, waste water, integrators and contract manufacturers.

**Category Highlights**
- Using a vertically integrated product development and manufacturing cycle, our engineers bring market defining product ideas to production.
- Designing, testing and manufacturing high quality controls help meet today’s standards.
- Expert high quality, on time, competitively priced results.

**Featured Products**
- Hour Meters
- Photo Controls
- Panel Mount Timers
- Defrost Timers

---

**HVACR Solutions.**

The Grässlin brand of defrost timers are designed specifically for integration control of various loads within commercial refrigeration systems. The built-in power protection ensures the long life of compressors for a durable, long-lasting system.

**Category Highlights**
- Time, temperature and pressure sensitivity for automatic adjustment and termination.
- Off cycle defrost controls.
- Protection from brownouts, surges and short cycles.

**Featured Products**
- Defrost Controls
- Power Protection
- Auto-Voltage Defrost Timers

---

**Pool & Spa Solutions.**

Intermatic’s pool and spa lineup offers options for single and dual control of systems and is backed by more than 50 years of experience in pool and spa automation for energy savings and convenience.

**Category Highlights**
- Control pumps, heaters, blowers, valves, lights and accessories.
- Automated remote control with MultiWave™ systems.
- Transformers for LED and landscape lighting.
- Safeguard expensive pool/spa equipment with surge protection.

**Featured Products**
- MultiWave™ System
- Seasonal Adjustment Timers
- Transformers
- Surge Protection

---

**Let Us Help**

For information about Intermatic and our extensive line of products, visit www.Intermatic.com or call +1 815 675 7000.